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The 2015 North Atlantic cold anomaly was
largely caused by surface forcing, not by internal
variability
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HadISST1.1 SST in 2015 relative to 1981-2010

Successive winters with extreme heat
loss, aided by re-emergence, helped
create record low SSTs in 2015
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Colour scale = potential temperature anomaly (monthly means removed)
Black line = mixed layer depth (monthly means not removed)

We can reconstruct up to ~80% of the 2014 temperature
drop using only linear heat flux and wind stress impacts*
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This is consistent with other heat budget estimates that attribute ~80% of the heat content
change to surface heat loss and wind-driven upwelling [Josey, Evans, Frajka-Williams]
*This estimate may be aﬀected by sensitivity correlations. Some papers have addressed this
issue (e.g. Strobach et al. 2018, Kostov et al. 2019), but it remains a limitation in MITgcm.

Linear changes
were mostly
induced along the
Gulf Stream / NAC
and subpolar gyre

Changes induced
by net heat flux

Blue shading: heat flux
anomaly eventually leads to
cooling in black box
Red shading: heat flux anomaly
eventually leads to warming in
black box
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Changes induced by
zonal wind stress

Conclusions
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Record low sea surface temperatures in 2015 in the North Atlantic were
caused largely by successive winters with extreme heat loss, aided by
reemergence
The linear impacts of surface heat flux and wind stress explain up to ~80%
of the heat content drop that preceded the 2015 cold anomaly, roughly
consistent with isopycnal heat budget estimates
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